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LONDON: Britain will Thursday hike taxes and slash
public spending in a government budget that signals a
return to austerity despite a cost-of-living crisis and
recession headwinds. Conservative Prime Minister
Rishi Sunak, who took office just three weeks ago, has
vowed to fix the economic havoc created by his short-
lived predecessor Liz Truss. Even though he is mindful
of soaring energy bills and food prices with UK infla-
tion at a 40-year high and interest rates ballooning,
the budget is widely seen as triggering a new era of
austerity, similar to the one that followed the 2008
global financial crisis.

Finance minister Jeremy Hunt will present his cru-
cial budget in parliament, alongside official growth
and inflation forecasts unlikely to bring joy to an
economy battered also by Brexit and costly govern-
ment help during the COVID pandemic. “Tackling
inflation is my absolute priority and that guides the
difficult decisions on tax and spending we will make,”
Hunt said Tuesday.

“Restoring stability and getting debt falling is our
only option to reduce inflation and limit interest rate ris-
es,” he added after official data showed UK unemploy-
ment creeping up. Chancellor of the Exchequer Hunt is
expected to unveil tax hikes and spending cuts of up to
£60 billion ($70.5 billion) to bring down debt, media
reports suggested. Heading into the budget, he has
likened himself to the penny-pinching miser Ebenezer
Scrooge in Charles Dickens’ festive favorite “A
Christmas Carol”.

Recession 
Britain is likely already in recession after its economy

shrank in the third quarter and is set to do so again in

the final three months of the year, according to the Bank
of England. The BoE, which is raising interest rates to
combat sky-high inflation, has warned the UK economy
may experience a record-long recession until mid-2024.
It comes after the central bank went on an emergency
buying spree of UK government bonds after Truss’s
unfunded tax-slashing budget sparked a collapse in the
pound and an explosion in state borrowing costs during
her 49-day tenure.

That cost her the leadership, but not before Truss
had fired her finance minister Kwasi Kwarteng, replac-
ing him with Hunt. The new chancellor has set about
reversing the much-criticized budget by curtailing a
freeze in domestic fuel bills that have surged largely
owing to the invasion of Ukraine by major energy pro-
ducer Russia. Reports suggest that Hunt will now go
further, freezing income tax rate thresholds, meaning
more people are dragged into higher tax brackets.

To help the poorest with rocketing energy bills, the
government is expected to ramp up a windfall tax on oil
and gas giants, whose profits have surged on fallout
from the Ukraine war.

The Financial Times on Tuesday added that Hunt is
preparing a windfall tax on firms generating electricity,
whose profits have also soared this year. 

‘Devastating consequences’ 
The pound and bond markets have regained some-

what of an even keel after Sunak took the helm and
political turmoil subsided, but retail lenders’ mortgage
rates remain elevated. “I would really want people to be
reassured that... all the decisions we make will have fair-
ness and compassion at their heart,” Sunak said this
week. Hoping that Sunak sticks to his word, chief exec-

utives of Britain’s biggest supermarkets published an
open letter Tuesday urging the government to offer free
school meals to far more children than the very poorest.
“We are committed to doing all we can to support (chil-
dren)..., with several actions set to be implemented in
the coming months, but we cannot do this alone,” said
the letter co-signed by bosses of supermarkets includ-
ing Britain’s biggest retailer Tesco.

“We strongly urge you to consider the scale of chil-
dren’s food insecurity across the UK and act without
delay to prevent its devastating consequences.”

‘Austerity 2.0’ 
Britain’s main opposition Labour party has slammed

Sunak, arguing that a second wave of austerity is not the
answer. “I don’t believe that austerity 2.0, after the aus-
terity that we have gone through... is the right approach,”
said Labour’s finance spokeswoman Rachel Reeves.
“Public services are already on their knees,” added
Reeves, calling it a “badge of shame” that nurses were
planning to strike this winter. Tens of thousands of staff in
various industries have already gone on strike across
Britain this year as inflation erodes wages. — AFP

UK budget predicted to be a 
nightmare before Christmas

Britain poised to hike taxes and slash public spending

NUSA DUA, Indonesia: British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak arrives for the G20 leaders’ summit in Nusa Dua, on the
Indonesian resort island of Bali on November 15, 2022. — AFP

TOKYO: Pedestrians walk past an electronic sign showing the current numbers on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, along a
street in downtown Tokyo.—AFP

Twitter prank spurs 
unexpected scrutiny 
of insulin prices
WASHINGTON: A Twitter imposter cost a US
pharmaceutical giant billions of dollars, but the viral
prank triggered another unexpected crisis-a new
wave of scrutiny of the high cost of its insulin.
Authentic-looking fake accounts proliferated last
week after Twitter rolled out a paid verification serv-
ice, the latest in a string of chaotic developments
since Elon Musk’s blockbuster $44 billion buyout of
the influential platform.

Among the victims was drugmaker Eli Lilly, whose
stock price nosedived-erasing billions in market capi-
talization-after a parody account stamped with a veri-
fication tag purchased for $8 tweeted that insulin was
being made available for free. The company was
forced to issue an apology for the “misleading mes-
sage from a fake Lily account,” but the disinformation
stirred fresh attention to a long-festering debate about
high insulin prices. “What you should actually apolo-
gize for is price gouging life-saving insulin,” tweeted
Chicago-based human rights lawyer Qasim Rashid.
“People are dying because of your greed (and) cruelty.
Apologize for that.”

Gaining traction alongside such comments was a
cartoon meme with a half-elephant, half-human char-
acter riling up people to be more upset about the price
of insulin than the price of gas. “Fake Eli Lilly might be
offering something closer to truth than real Eli Lilly,”
Peter Maybarduk, from the nonprofit Public Citizen,
told AFP. “Parody is successful when it reveals embar-
rassing and widely understood truth.”

‘Abusive pricing’ 
In recent decades, insulin prices have soared in the

United States, costing more than eight times more than
in 32 comparable high-income countries, according to
a 2020 Rand Corporation study. A survey released in
October by the nonprofit T1International showed that
one in four respondents living with diabetes reported
rationing their insulin because of the financial strain.
On Monday, which marks World Diabetes Day, dozens
of advocacy groups including Public Citizen sent a let-
ter to Congress demanding a stop to what they called

insulin price-gouging. “There’s no defense for Eli
Lilly’s abusive insulin pricing,” said Maybarduk. “It’s
long past time we provide access to insulin for all, and
yes-it should be free,” he added. The backlash against
Eli Lilly showcased the real-life potential of online dis-
information to trigger chaos and financial loss. The
company’s stock price has marginally recovered since
last week’s drop. But in this rare instance, it brought to
the fore a much-ignored public health issue.

‘Panic’ 
“The disinformation is not without ramification-Eli

Lilly’s stock price dropped dramatically,” Al Tompkins,
a senior faculty member at the Poynter Institute, told
AFP. But exploiting Twitter’s chaotic rollout of its paid
verification policy, the prank managed to make “the
insulin drug price conversation relevant to a lot of
people.” On Friday, Twitter disabled sign-ups for the
contentious feature known as Twitter Blue, with
reports saying it had been temporarily disabled to help
address impersonation issues-but not before several
brands took a hit. Shares of other firms such as aero-
space defense company Lockheed Martin also took a
hit after being targeted by impersonators. The prank
sparked panic inside Eli Lilly, with officials scrambling
to contact Twitter representatives to take it down, but
the platform did not react for hours, the Washington
Post reported on Monday. By Friday, Eli Lilly execu-
tives ordered a halt to all ad campaigns on Twitter, a
move that could potentially cost the platform millions
of dollars.

That would mark another blow to Twitter, which
laid off nearly half its workforce after Musk’s takeover
as it struggles to boost revenue. Eli Lilly and Twitter
did not respond to AFP’s request for comment. — AFP

EU vows more 
emissions cuts 
at UN climate talks
SHARM EL-SHEIKH: The EU vowed to step up its
emissions cuts at UN climate talks on Tuesday as
developing nations admonished rich polluters for
falling short on efforts to help them cope with global
warming. The COP27 conference in Egypt has been
dominated by calls for wealthy nations to fulfil pledges
to fund the green transitions of poorer countries least
responsible for global emissions, build their resilience
and compensate them for climate-linked losses.

The meeting comes as global emissions are slated
to reach an all-time high this year, making the aspira-
tional goal of limiting warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius
compared to preindustrial levels ever more elusive.
European Commission Vice President Frans
Timmermans told delegates that the European Union
will update its climate commitment as it will be able to
exceed its original plan to cut emissions by 55 percent
by 2030. The 27-nation bloc will now be able to cut
greenhouse gas emissions by 57 percent from 1990
levels, he said. “The European Union is here to move
forwards, not backwards,” Timmermans told COP27
delegates.

The invasion of Ukraine by fossil fuel exporter
Russia has cast a shadow over the talks in Egypt, with
activists accusing Europeans of seeking to tap Africa
for natural gas following Russian supply cuts.

But Timmermans denied that the 27-nation bloc
was in a “dash for gas” in the wake of the Ukraine con-

flict. “So don’t let anybody tell you here or outside that
the EU is backtracking,” he said.

Campaigners said the EU announcement did not go
far enough. “This small increase announced today at
COP27 doesn’t do justice to the calls from the most
vulnerable countries at the front lines,” said Chiara
Martinelli, of Climate Action Network Europe. “If the
EU, with a heavy history of emitting greenhouse gases,
doesn’t lead on mitigating climate change, who will?”

North vs South 
COP27 has exposed deep divisions between

wealthy polluters and nations vulnerable to the most
ferocious climate impacts. “The lack of leadership and
ambition on mitigating greenhouse gas emissions is
worrisome,” said Senegalese Environment Minister
Alioune Nodoye, speaking on behalf of the Least
Developed Countries Group.

Belize Climate Change Minister Orlando Habet
called for more action from the G20 group of the
world’s wealthiest nations, which are responsible for
80 percent of global emissions and are meeting at
summit in Indonesia. “In how many COPs have we
been arguing for urgent climate action? And how
many more do we need, how many lives do we need to
sacrifice,” Habet said.

UN climate talks often go into overtime and this
year’s meeting, due to end on Friday, could be no dif-
ferent. The first draft of the final declaration only has
bullet points so far, with a line on the “urgency of
action to keep 1.5C in reach”. Wealthy and developing
nations are sharply divided over money at COP27.

Developing countries says this year’s floods in
Pakistan, which have cost the country up to $40 bil-
lion, have highlighted the pressing need to create a
“loss and damage” compensation fund.—AFP

Credit Suisse to 
sell securitized 
products to Apollo
GENEVA: Credit Suisse has struck a deal to sell a
large part of its securitized products to US investment
firm Apollo Global Management, the Swiss bank under
overhaul said Tuesday. The handover, to be finalised
during the first half of 2023, is part of measures to
restructure the beleaguered lender’s investment bank-
ing branch following a series of scandals.

“The execution of these agreements represents an
important step towards a managed exit from the secu-
ritized products business, which is expected to signifi-
cantly de-risk the investment bank and release capital
to invest in Credit Suisse’s core businesses,” the bank
said. The transaction, along with expected sale of other
assets to third-party investors, was expected to
decrease its securitized products assets from $75 bil-
lion to approximately $20 billion, the bank said. The
remaining assets, to generate income to support the
exit from the securitized products business, would be
managed by Apollo under an investment management
relationship of five years.

Apollo was expected to hire the majority of the
bank’s securitized products team, Credit Suisse said.
Switzerland’s second-biggest lender last month
revealed it was going for a “radical restructuring” of its
investment bank, as part of radical measures aimed at
turning around the bank following huge third quarter
losses. The bank’s revamp came as Credit Suisse
unveiled a third quarter net loss of 4.034 billion Swiss
francs ($4.07 billion). — AFP

TotalEnergies, ENI 
sign deal with 
Zionist entity
PARIS: TotalEnergies and Italian hydrocarbon
giant ENI have signed a framework agreement
with Zionist entity over a gas field shared with
Lebanon, the French energy giant said Tuesday. It
comes after Lebanon and Zionist entity said in
October that they had struck an “historic” deal to
resolve a maritime border dispute involving off-
shore gas fields after years of US-mediated talks.

The same month Lebanon had asked
TotalEnergies to kickstart gas exploration off its
shores. TotalEnergies said that after signing the
agreement it “will initiate the exploration of an
already identified prospect which might extend
both in block 9 and into Zionist entity’s waters
south of the recently established maritime border
line.” Lebanon divided its exclusive economic zone
at sea into ten “blocks”, and block 9 was part of
the area disputed with Zionist entity.

TotalEnergies holds a 60 percent stake in block
9, while ENI holds 40 percent. “By bringing our
expertise in offshore exploration, we will respond
to the request of both countries to assess the
materiality of hydrocarbon resources and produc-
tion potential in this area,” said Patrick Pouyanne,
CEO of TotalEnergies.—AFP

Stocks mixed on 
China moves,
dollar drops
LONDON: European and Asian stock markets were
mixed Tuesday following losses on Wall Street and as
China moves to shore up its economy. A largely positive
meeting between US President Joe Biden and his Chinese
counterpart Xi Jinping indicated an easing of tensions and
helped sentiment. However, there remains a lot of trepida-
tion that central bank interest rate hikes aimed at taming
inflation will eventually send economies into a recession.
The US is still expected to carry on hiking interest rates,
but cooling inflation in the world’s biggest economy
means the Federal Reserve is set to pull back on aggres-
sive tightening, weighing on the dollar.

Vice Fed chair Lael Brainard said that while it would
probably be right to slow down the rate hikes, “we have
additional work to do both on raising rates and sustaining
restraint to bring inflation down”.

Those comments contributed to Wall Street’s three
main indices falling Monday. “European stock markets
made tentative gains on Tuesday after a positive handover
from Asia in spite of Wall Street snapping a two-day

bounce following last week’s inflation reading,” noted Neil
Wilson, chief market analyst at Finalto trading group.

There was more unrest in the tech sector, with Amazon
preparing to lay off as many as 10,000 employees, The
New York Times reported on Monday. Asian traders were
a little more upbeat, cheered by China’s move to ease
some of its strict COVID-19 restrictions and provide
much-needed support to its beleaguered property sector.
Hong Kong rose more than four percent and Shanghai
also closed in positive territory. Optimism for a thawing in
relations between Washington and Beijing was boosted
after Biden and Xi’s extended talks on the sidelines of the
G20 summit in Indonesia.

While there remain differences on hot-potato issues
such as Taiwan, the two did find common ground on the
Ukraine conflict, climate and the need to avoid another
Cold War. After the talks, Chinese foreign minister Wang
Yi described it as a “new starting point”, adding that
Beijing hoped “to stop the tumbling of bilateral ties and to
stabilize the relationship”. After a painful year for markets
across the planet, dealers are hopeful that there is finally
light at the end of the tunnel. “It’s certainly a time to be
thinking about a recovery regime unfolding for markets,”
said Kristina Hooper of Invesco. “But it’s going to take a
little time before we know if this really is something of a
turning point for inflation and the Fed can be a lot more
comfortable about hastening the end of tightening,” she
told Bloomberg Radio. — AFP 


